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OWING to a change in the mailing department, some numbers of our last issue were not
received by our patrons as soon as they might
have been ; but as it was no fault of our manager, we think this notice will explain all

satisfactorily.
WE desired to give the Athlets some further
news regarding their chances to secure the
prominence that their name demands, but from
the little heard from them it seems more in
keeping to mourn for the three A's that once
were, but now are no more.

Again would we repeat our call for college
songs. That we have a strong class of Freshmen, Sophomores and Juniors is clearly seen
by their numbers and class spirit, but would
not a good class song be of more use and promote a better spirit of fellowship than any
trinkets of head gear that can be adopted ?
The CAMPUS is glad to chronicle the fact that
the different classes are awake to their interests and hopes this spirit of emulation will
cause each class to have a song distinctly and
particularly its own.
* * *
IT is too bad, and yet it is true that papers
cost money. We would publish a college journal and pay all the expenses ourselves if there
were none to pay ; but as the printers are not
yet ready to live by work alone, we desire to
ask our subscribers to notice that they can secure a rebate by paying early. As the Business Manager is anxious to meet all agreements promptly, we trust the delinquent ones
will liquidate at once.
* *
AS TI-IE subject of College Annuals is being
urged in some colleges lacking the advantages
enjoyed by the students of this institution, we
ask why cannot the Junior class display as
much energy in this line and again resurrect
the Alleghenian ? Surely they are equal to
the task. While it has been the custom in the
past for the "Greeks" to unite and get out an
annual, the work belongs properly to the
Juniors, and we think we but voice the sentiments of the students and alumni in saying
that the production of a sharp, witty, pointed
Alleghenian, void of any vulgarities that should
not be tolerated by class or public, would be.
hailed with delight.
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EDITORIAL CONVENTION
THE CAMPUS is only too glad to second the

call for the State Editorial Convention that is
being proposed by some of the college papers.
Only a cursory study of the differences and
lack of methods shown in conducting the
journals is needed to show that some plan of
improvement might be suggested that would
add materially to the elevation and uniformity
of college journalism. It is oft times thought
that ye college editors only take up the
quill as a chance honor, rather than from any
inclinations in that line; but a little inquiry
shows that out of those who have preceded us
we find many who are now handling the quill
for daily bread rather than for pleasure. Any
effort that will raise the standard of college journals is quite sure to have a corresponding effect at least upon the newspaper
journalism of the future. It is said that newspapers supply a natural and lawful demand,
and exercised within proper limits, are a source
of great and unquestionable good to society;
and just as truly may we acid that college
journals supply a natural and lawful demand,
and if properly exercised will open up greater
sources of good to society, as they are the
training ground of future editors. Let some
central, yet accessible point, be selected, and,
with care, there is no reason why this cannot
be a success.

* * *

FRoM one of our exchanges we get the following advice to students that seems so well
adapted to most colleges, and even to the
students of Allegheny, that we quote :
"Every Freshman, as well as every other
student, should feel himself duty bound to subscribe for the college papers. It is the generally accepted theory that whether a man subscribes or not, he always reads the papers.
That this is wrong requires no argumnnt to
demonstrate. To carry on a college publication is a thankless undertaking to say the least.
And the burden becomes doubly oppressive
when the management is compelled to go into
their own pockets to keep even. The papers
are not run for the edification of the boards of

editors and managers; but for the convenience,
amusement and welfare of the students' body.
If then the student body think they are in
need of such publications they , should certainly support them. Any man who takes
sufficient interest in a paper to read it should
have sufficient manliness about him to pay for
it. Any man who does not read the paper
certainly should not pay for it."
And to the above we will add that every
alumnus of a college should have sufficient interest in his alma mater to keep his name on
the subscription roll of the college paper, and
thus enable the circulation to be such that the
journal may not only represent the college, but
may also be an honor to her. Too many regard the college as a kind of recommend that
should always be ready to help them when they
desire, but on the other hand forget that they
owe her a debt that can never be paid in full.
A good college paper placed upon the list of
papers and magazines taken by each alumnus
would be a better incentive to the youths who
may chance to read it than any number of
parental reminiscences; while it would enable
the editors to furnish a paper equal to the ideal
of each, and up to the spirit of the times.
There arc college journals that have such support, and though higher in price, are still cheap.
The future of the CAMPUS, as well as the college, is, to a certain extent, in your hands.
What will you do ?
WITH this issue we open a society column
that will, we trust, add to the college news,
and be especially pleasing to the alumni of the
societies. It has been the custom to give space
and keep an editor for the Greek letter societies, while the literary societies, representing
many students who arc uninterested in the
others, are only noticed in an occasional local.
The CAMPUS believes that a good report from
each of these societies will not only infuse a
healthy rivalry and corresponding growth here,
but will also keep many of the alumni true to
their early literary ambitions. If the societies
desire favorable mention, let them each be prepared to give good reports to the CAmPus
representative.
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Thus, ever, when I read of generous deeds,
Such words as thou didst once delight to hear,
My heart is wrung with anguish as it bleeds
To think thou art not near.

A POET TO HIS WIFE.

And now that I can talk no more with thee
Of ancient friends, and clays too fair to last,
A bitterness blends with the memory
Of all that happy past.

T

HE reader of Mr. Bryant's poems will readily remember the many verses addressed to
his wife, such as, "Oh, Fairest of the Rural
Maids," written about the time of their marriage; "The Future Life," speculating as to the
union of their spirit in the world to come; "The
Sick-Bed," describing an illness; "The life that
Is," rejoicing in recovery; "The Twenty-seventh
of March," the birthday of Mrs. Bryant; "October, 1866," descriptive of her death and burial;
and "May Evening," a gentle reference to her
loss.
But in addition to these, as we learn from
Mr. Goodwin's biography of the poet, a fragment was found among his papers which recalls her memory in a very tender way, seven
years after her death. The lines were unfinished and uncorrected, but we cannot refrain
from giving them as they were written, dated
"Roslyn, 1873."
"The morn bath not the glory that it wore,
Nor doth the day so beautifully die,
Since I can call thee to my side no more
To gaze upon the sky.
For thy dear hand, with each return of spring
I sought in sunny nook the flowers she gave;
I seek them still, and sorrowfully bring
The choicest to thy grave.
Het e, where I sit alone, is sometimes heard
From the great world, a whisper of my name,
Joined, haply, to some kind, commending word,
By those whose praise is fame.
And then, as if I thought thou still went nigh,
I turn me, half forgetting thou art dead,
To read the gentle gladness in thine eye
That once I might have read.
I turn, but see thee not; before my eyes
The image of a hill-side mound appears,
Where all of thee that passed not to the skies
Was laid with bitter tears.

•

And I, whose thoughts go back to happier days
That fled with thee, would gladly now resign
All that the world can give of fame and praise
For one sweet look of thine.

Oh, when I-''

ISS FLETCHER, the authoress of Kismet
Mirage, and The Head of Mcdu,s- a, re-appears after long silence, with a story of signal
power and great finish. If the world were less
busy, a work of fiction like Festigia could not
fail to attract considerable attention. As matters are, the general public may fail to discover how much of genius, of thought and feeling,
of charming natural art, has gone to the making of this excellent novel ; but the few who
retain an unaffected taste for good literature
cannot afford to overlook it.
We have in the first place a tale composed
of simple but dogmatic elements. We have
next a faculty of character-drawing which is
absolutely without flaw ; and along with these
we are vouchsafed a poetic sentiment that finds
expression in terms never overstrained, never
for an instant passing the line which divides
the enduring style from the ephemeral. Then,
too, there are many brief summaries of experience or observation which attains to the value of apothegms ,; yet one is not made to feel
that these have been sought for. The oppressive influence of George Eliot, traceable in so
many writers who have tried to gain the
fame of profundity by an involved and painfully philosophic statement, has not invaded the
work of Miss Fletcher. "The view other. people
take of the less admirable consequences of our
actions being apt to strike one as morbid ;" "A
woman loves what she can evoke, but what
she marries in a man is not his best, but his
average self ;" "A woman betrays and remem-

M

*VESTIGIA. By GD)RGE FLENti NG, llo,ton :
ers. 1884.

Roberts Broth-
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bers, where a man betrays and forgets"—these
are not forced utterances, but they are for that
reason extremely forcible.
Miss Fletcher illuminates her pages with
flashes of this kind, but she does not allow her
wisdom to assume the form of a wearying
glare. Instead of the cold electric light of
modern omniscience, she turns upon us the
glance of a kindly but keen and penetrating
woman's eye.
But the main charm about this book is its
delightful simplicity, its truth, its reality. One
does not suspect that the writer ever thought
of her audience. It is only that Dino and
Italia underwent this or that experience—that
they loved, suffered, and came out at last with
a prospect of happiness ; while the other people concerned remained simply themselves,
and went on about their affairs, more or less
affected by the drama that was enacting.
But with what warmth, what power, what
power, what grace, all this is told ! Old Soe
Drea, the father of Italia, and Italia's friend,
Lucia, the ancient dressmaker, who wore a
look of "decent disappointment in life," are
drawn with the finest completeness and gusto.
Their speech is full of graphic phrases, like
this of Drea's : "I spoke too soon, and forgot
to listen. My words were like so many kittens, that are born in such a hurry they're born
blind." Nor would it be easy to point to any
instance of a girlish, unsophisticated heroism
more engaging than Italia. The plot is simple. Dino, the young lover, being a member
of a secret society, is appointed to attempt a
dangerous and probably fatal task for the revolutionists ; yet while under this deadly obligation, he cannot refrain from declaring his love
to Italia, and then there comes a struggle between love and duty. He cannot go back,
cannot retrace his vest ik a ; accordingly there
ensues misunderstandings, separation, and suspense. But these elements are handled without exaggeration, and the success of Miss
Fletcher in analyzing Dino's mental state under the impending crisis, and putting it before
us in the form of an unlabored picture, pays a
high tribute to her skill.

The work makes no pretensions to greatness, and the construction is weak in some places. The lesson, also, which it suggests—that
having once taken a step in life we must go
straight on—is rather vaguely set forth. One
reads Vestig-ia, however, not for any lessons,
but for its charm of characterization and its
facile, yet firm-touched art.

TURE AND LITERA TURE.

1

F we were to look for a demonstration of
the existence of a spiritual world, of which
the things apprehended by our senses are the
typical expressions, we should find it in literature, and on that beautiful field of illustration
where we so readily apprehend spiritual truth
through the forms and relations of material
objects. A preacher rises in his desk and tells
us that there is no awkward or rough element
that can be introduced into home life that may
not become the occasion of new beauty and
loveliness to that life; and we wonder how it
can be. Then he paints for us a pure rill gurgling from a rock, and picking its dainty way
down a ravine into the grassy valley. Half
way there thunders from the hill a huge bowlder,
that plants itself squarely in its path, tearing
its banks, and throwing mud in every direction.
Quietly the rill makes a little detour, goes
around the rock, nourishes vines that weave
the uncouth intruder all over with verdure,
and builds for itself a temple of beauty just
there—a wayside shrine, at which all pilgrims
pause for worship. At once we see the spiritual truth, and recognize its perfect analogies.
It is this utter truthfulness of nature to the
realm of thought that demonstrates its origin
in thought, and proves itself to be an expression of thought in various forms and motions of
matter.
It follows that no one can be fully learned as
a literary man who has not learned of nature.
The strong men of the press, the pulpit, the
platform, are those who are the most bountifully furnished with the natural analogies of
their thoughts. The man who can illustrate
best is the best teacher, as he is always the most
attractive. The man who can make us see his
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thought—who can point out or paint to us its
exact analogy in nature—is the successful man,
in whatever department of intellectual or spiritual instruction. The more closely a man lives
in sympathy with nature—the more deeply he
looks into it--the more fully he realizes the
fact that it is only the language of the spiritual
placed before him to read and put in his hands to
use. He builds its rocks into his thoughts, he
weaves its beauty into his imaginations, he
clothes his fancies with its atmosphere.
There are great numbers of young men,
scattered up and down the country, in schools
and colleges, who lament that they have not
the advantages of a city life. They feel that in
the city there are great opportunities of education, wonderful stimulus to labor, inspiring
competitions, large libraries, social advantages,
contact with higher literary culture, eloquence
to be had for the seeking, centralized knowledge
and brotherly sympathy. Their country lives
seem poor and barren incomparison. Well,
what they think of the city is, in most respects,
true; but what they think of their country conditions is not true at all. No man is fit for the
literary or productively intellectual life of the
city who has not had either a country training,
or, for a considerable period of his life, direct
and sympathetic associaton with nature. Blessed is the literary man who was bred among the
fields, and woods, and brooks, who has known
the ocean in all its moods, and with whom the
sky with its country blue, its silver stars and
all its phenomena of summer and winter
storms, has been an open and favorite book.
Suppose that Mr. Beecher, the greatest and
most influential of American preachers, had been
confined to the city during all his young life.
The result would have been that we should not
have had Mr. Beecher at all. We should have
had a strong, dramatic man, notable in many
respects, but he would have been so shorn of
his wonderful power of illustration, that his
pulpit would have been but a common one.
His quick apprehension of the analogies that
exist between nature and the spiritual world
has been the key by which he has opened the
door into his wonderful success. A theolo-

gian who has mastered his science only, is as
poorly armed for effective work as a child ; and
all these young men, longing for the advantages of city life, ought to realize that they are
living where alone they can fit themselves for
the highest success. They cannot know too
much of nature, learned directly from her own
wide-open book. There is not a glimpse of a
brook, a whisper of a leaf, a sweep of a
storm's wing, a blush of a flower, an uprising
of a morning, a sparkle of a sea, or a sob of a
wave, that is not eloquent in the exposition or
intellectual and spiritual truth ; and he whose
soul is fullest of these will have the most and
best to say to the humanity that comes to him
for instruction.—Selected.

THE GRA 1:'E OE " H H. -

1

Pine Hill Forest, on the northern slope or
Cheyenne mountain, Colorado, where the
first rays of sunlight linger lovingly and at last
flood with light and warmth, Helen Hunt
Jackson was laid away for her final rest. As
she lay upon that couch of pain from which
she never rose, her heart must have turned
longingly to this restful, favored spot. Shelteringly the higher parts of the mountain circle
around, rising beyond the canyon into fantastic crags, jutting red pinnacles and shadowy,
ascending ravines with an edging of silver fir,
giving the mountain sides a look of hoary old
age. Down over the dizzy point of rocks from
the blue distance of Cheyenne canyon rises a
musical murmur and rush of water to mingle
with the low sighing of the pines. From her
grave one may look down through the parted
trees upon her endowered earthly home among
the gracefully sweeping hills, with the stretch
of yellow plain beyond rising to the horizon.
At the foot of the slope wells out a spring of
pure, limpid water into a basin that was covered with golden autumn leaves, then over the
edge of it and with a headlong rush down the
gorge to seek Cheyenne creek. Down the
slope and through the pines come the last
slanting rays of the western sun and linger
longest upon the resting place of this gifted
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child of nature. The ground is covered with
a soft carpet of pine needles and the long trailing killikiniek. One might almost imagine the
wild flowers she loved so well crowding closer
to her grave, and by their bright procession
giving expression to the immortality of a beautiful life.--Selected.

Literary Netico.
St. Xicholas for 1886-7 will contain stories
by Louisa M. Alcott, Frank R. Stockton, Mrs.
Burnett, War stories for boys and girls from
the graphic pen of Gen. Adam Badeau ; with
many short articles from the most pleasing authors of the day.
The Century, with its many attractions, is
before us, and treats in its usually pleasant
manner the Historical Serial, disclosing many
facts in the history of the life of Lincoln and
the war that has not been revealed previously.
The special features during the year will be
a series of articles on affairs in Russia and Siberia by Geo. Kerman. Papers on the Food
Question, showing its bearing on the Labor
Problem ; English Cathedrals ; Rev. Eggleston's Religious Life in American Colonies ;
Clairvoyance, Spiritualism, Astrology, etc., by
Rev. J. M. Buckley D.D. ; Articles on Bible
History, etc.

The Chautauquan for December presents the
following inviting list of articles: "Clerical
Pursuits," by Mary Lowe Dickenson; "Rocks
for Homes," by Charles Barnard; "Manufactures," by Edward Atkins; "The Care of the
Eyes," by Dr. Titus Muson Coan; "Chrysanthemums," by Mary Treat; "The Arts and
Industries of Cincinati," by Ida M. Tarbell;
"Cotton-Growing in the South," by George
Alfred Townsend; "How to Remain Young,"
by Edward Everett Hale; "Rufus Choate," by
Dr. Luccock, "Then and Now" by Mrs. Frank
Beard; 'Chicago Experience with Anarchy,"
by Arthur Edwards, D. D., and "Studies of
Mountains," by Earnest Ingersoll.
All of the above will be found in the Library.

ooliFy
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Exchanges.
The Hesperian is an interesting and newsy
journal, but its arrangement and printing might
be greatly improved.
The Pennsylvanian, University of Pennsylvania, contains a very vivid description of a
dissecting room at night.
We note the arrival of the Northwestern,
Northwestern University. It contains an interesting article on Daniel Henry Thoreau.
The College Mercury, College of the City of
New York, is a very neat, well arranged and
interesting paper, but there is total absence of
literary articles.
The Monmouth Collegian, Monmouth College, is one of our welcome visitors. Its editorials are well written, and the literary department is well conducted.
The Dickinson Liberal, Williamsport Dickinson Seminary, is a well arranged and ably
edited paper. The November number contains
an interesting historical article on "West of
the Alleghenies in '79."
The Varsity, University of Toronto, is one
of our best literary exchanges. The last two
numbers contain articles on "Why We Fight,"
treating the subject of the combative propensities in man in a very able and interesting
manner.
•
We are pleased to note the arrival of the
Miami _7ourna/, Vol. 1, No. 1, Miami University. The Yournal starts out with every prospect of success. Its editors are evidently equal
to the occasion, and will make a great effort to
produce a good paper. We wish them success.
The College Student, Franklin and Marshall
College, contains a high enconium on General
Andrew A. Humphreys. The following is an
extract: "An officer of high rank in the Rebel
army, who occupied a very conspicuous posi-
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tion, a hard military student, and particularly

The male students of the University of Mississippi are petitioning for the removal of its
substance that while he looked upon Hancock ' twenty women students.
as the best fighter in the Army of the Potomac,
America has 333 colleges. Of these 155 proHumphreys was the best fitted to command it."
nounce Latin by the Roman method, 1 44 1337
The Pcillisytzwilia 11C .stcril comes to our the English, and 34 by the Continental.
table for the first time. Especial attention
Italy has declared its seventeen universities
seems to be paid to its literary department.
open to women, and Switzerland, Norway,
The October number contains several readable
Sweden and Denmark have taken similar action.
literary articles.
\yell versed in military operations, remarked in

The Srbz./, Elmira College, is one of the
most spicy and interesting of our exchanges.
The editorial department is especially \veil conducted, and indeed the same may be said of all
the other departments. This paper is entirely
controlled by ladies, and is but another evidence of the high order of Woman's talent.
Our only regret is that it comes to our table
only five times a year.
-

ITIot6am and Jetsam.
Columbia has declared for co-education.
By the final settlement of a law suit Cornell
receives a legacy of $1,500,000.
The University of the City of New York has
received an anonymous gift of $ ioo,000.
The president of Bowdoin College is the
youngest college president in the country.
A project is on foot for the establishment of
an important Jewish theological college in New
York.
Cornell University, it is thought, has the
largest Freshman class that ever entered an
American institution.
Charges of teaching heresy in violation of
conditions attached to endowments have been
preferred against five professors at Andover.
Yale opened its doors last Thursday with
about 600 students enrolled. The present
Freshman class numbers over 170. It is probable that '87 will graduate the largest class on
record, numbering 156.

Two hundred thousand dollars are said to
have changed hands during the final game of
ball between Yale and Harvard at the close of
the college year.
Oxford University has an attendance of
3,000 students. The library contains 375,000
volumes, among which are some of the most
celebrated books and manuscripts in the world.
A physical library and observatory, estimated
at a cost of $100,000, is to be the next addition to the already excellent facilities of John
Hopkins University.
The new Williams gymnasium is one of the
finest in the country. It is of gray stone; on
the first floor are the lockers, bath rooms, base
ball cage, and bowling alley; on the second,
various kind of apparatus; in the gallery, a
sawdust track extending around the room.
The Cornell Chapter of the Kappa Alpha is
about to build a chapter house, the contemplated cost of which is $20,000. The entire
structure is to be of sand stone, laid in Cyclopean bond, and is calculated to resist the
ravages of fire and time. The house will be
built on the college campus.
The color line is giving trouble at Dickinson
College. Robert G. Young, colored, who
graduated with honor from the Carlisle High
School, made application to enter Dickinson
College, but President McCauley said lie had
no authority in the premises. Some of the
students threaten to leave if Young is admitted.
Fortune never will favor the man who flings
away the dice box because the first throw brings
a low number.-7. S. B/ackic.
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YrafErnitg.
The fraternity goat has been resting for a
couple of weeks.
The new local fraternity seems to be a per-'
manent organization. Their latest initiates
were Messrs. Sackett; Sherwood and Tomes.
Rev. Jas. D. Moffatt, president of Washington and Jefferson College, is a Phi Gama Delta,
as is also Jonn Clark Ridpath, the historian. Those who have most recently been enroled
among the Greeks are : By Phi Delta Theta,
Harry Espy ; by Phi Gamma Delta, A. G.
Fradenburg; by Phi Kappa Psi, John Porter;
by Delta Tau Delta, Harry Dunn.
On last Monday evening the members of
Delta Tau Delta tendered to their friends and
alumni, a very delightful social party in their
rooms in the Richmond Block. Music was
furnished by the Northwestern Orchestra. All
those who were fortunate enough to be present can chronicle another pleasant evening at
the hands of the Deltas.

very enthusiastic convention; twenty-five chapters being represented, and more business accomplished than at any preceding one, some
revision being made to the constitution.
Phi Delta Theta glories in the possession of
the only lady W110 was ever initiated into a
male Greek Letter Society. The lady in ques-•
tion is Miss Kate Carothers, A. B., who graduated in 1874, at the Mary Sharpe College,
Winchester, Tenn , and also from the New
England Conservatory of Music. Miss Carothers was elected in recognition of valuable services rendered in re-establishing the Mississippi Alpha of Phi Delta Theta, at the University
of Mississippi in 1881.—Crescent.

G. W. Delamater, '69, has been elected to
the State Senate as representative of this district.
C. B. Mitchell, '81, for some time located at
Leavenworth, Kansas, is now at Smithfield St.
M. E. Church at Pittsburg- .

B. F. Wolff, '84, was married during the past
The members of the various fraternities are
summer
to Miss Grace Boole, of New York.
agitating the question of publishing a college
Although somewhat late, we extend congratuannual. The scheme is a good one, and we
deeper
interest
awakened.
lations.
would like to see a .
The fraternities of Allegheny arc certainly able
A. L. Williams, '85, is now located at Pittsto support such an organ, and it is one of the ' burg, in the employ of the U: S. Signal Serbest advertisements of a college. Do not let
vice. In addition to this work he is reading
the matter drop with discussion.
Irw with Judge Fetterman.
F. M. Kerr has returned from NeW York,
William Harbaugh White, '80, was recently
where he has been attending the annual con- joined in the holy bonds of matrimony with a
vention of Phi Delta Theta. He reports a young lady of Fort Wayne, Indiana, and is
lively and interesting meeting, it being the practicing law at Pittsburg.
most largely attended convention ever held by
the fraternity; chapters being represented from
THE most glorious exploits do not always
California, which speaks very highly for the infurnish us with the clearest discoveries of virterest taken in the fraternity at large.
tue or vice in men ; sometimes a matter of less
The twenty-second general convention of
Phi Gamma Delta was held at Springfield, 0.,
under the auspices of the Sigma chapter. Mr.
E. B. Heckel, delegate from Pi Chapter, furnishes. us with the information that it was a

moment, an expression or a jest, informs us
better of their characters and inclinations than
the most famous sieges, the greatest armaments, or the bloodiest battles whatsoever.—

Plutarch.
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Mud.
Snow.
Slush
No sideWalk.
Very pleasant navigating!
Shall the Fraternities or the Junior class
publish the Annual?
Do the young ladies smile at Mr. Jones on
the Campus? Some do.
When will those Freshman hats appear?
The Freshmen are as anxious to know as the
rest of us. LATER—They have arrived.
Wonder how soon Marquis Nvill have use for
the mustache cup presented him by his table
at the Hall?
The next lecture of the People's Course will
be given by Congressman Horr, of Michigan,
on December 9th.
The first number of the Freshman paper will
be issued about the 20th of this month. At
least so the editors say.
We would respectfully suggest that the CAMPUS is in need of a good joke from the Physics
class. Who will supply it?
We are told that W. H. Corrin tried to act
the gallant, and carry the baggage, while returning from "Prince Karl. - Ask him about
it.
Rumor says that the German letter Fraternity is trying to get a charter from a prominent eastern Fraternity. Hope they may succeed.
The new plan of allowing classes desiring
meetings, to hold them during the chapel hour
is a good one. The former way of holding
such meetings after chapel, caused great inconvenience by breaking up the recitations.
Let the new plan continue. •
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On account of Dr. Wheeler's absence, none
of his classes recited last week. The class in
English Literature greatly missed their lectures.
Prof. Smith's class in elocution is progressing
finely, and his pupils are filling the ears of all
who live on College Hill, with melodious (?)
sounds. Let th e good work go on.
Senior Savers went to a show the other
night and saw the Vassar girl. He now says
he would like to get a position where they
keep them. Was it a case of the compression
of the molecules?
Social intercourse was greatly promoted by
the .absence of natural gas Sunday, the 6th.
The students who have gas from the other
company had an additional supply from their
company that day.
We are glad to announce that the Faculty
has decided to have recitations on the Monday
preceding Thanksgiving, and then give the
students Thursday, Friday and Saturday of
that week as holidays.
We understand that Miss Duncan and Mr.
Herspergcr favored the students at chapel with
several duets Saturday morning. Such zeal is
commendable; perhaps more of it would make
the chapel service more pleasant and interesting.
During the past week the local ed.. had the
pleasure of inspecting the new halls of the Literary Societies at Thiel College, Greenville.
Their halls are situated in memorial hall, just
completed, and are as fine as can be seen anywhere. Surely the societies of our neighboring
institution are to he congratulated.
Wonder if Marquis will keep his vow that he
would let his mustache grow if Beaver were
elected. We have been unable to discover anything yet, but he may be letting it get a start
in a hot house.
Rumor says that Mr. Anderson has withdrawn the declamation prize which lie has given in Allegheny Society for some yeairs past..
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We hope that there is some mistake in the rumor; but if there is not, let the society continue its contest, even if there is no prize, or if
it gives the prize itself.
We picked the following notice from the
chapel floor: "Meeting of Junior class after
chapel. Eyeglasses and whiskers." Wonder
where the whiskers are
Ouite a number of the students who subcribed for season tickets for the lecture course,
have not yet taken them. The management
have depended on every name given them and
will be very glad to interview all who have not
got their tickets.
The coming declamation contest in Philo
will be an interesting(?) event as there will
probably be seventeen contestants. We would
suggest that at least ten of the number who
stand no chance of winning withdraw. But
who believes he has no chance ?
Dr. Williams' new house on Park Avenue is
enclosed, and shows good judgment in regard
to architecture. The Doctor is going to have
a fine house in a good location, and he will be
welcomed by all students when he moves up
the hill.
The Junior eyeglass, which appeared one
morning last week, was a great improvement
to the class, and really made some of them
look as though they knew something. All
the class now needs to make first-class dudes
is a cane apiece. Look out for them.
It is with great pleasure we announce the
fact that the library will he open on Wednesday and Friday afternoons until "further notice." We hope, however, that "further notice" may come very soon, saying that it will
be open each afternoon during the week.
The first lecture of the People's Course was
delivered in the Academy of Music, on Wednesday evening, of last week, by Jahu Dewitt
Miller, of Philadelphia. His subject was, "Love,
Courtship, and Marriage," and the way he
treated it showed that he knew more about it

than most men who -are married. Mr. Miller
is eloquent, sensible and humorous, and greatly pleased his audience. If he speaks here
again, we feel sure it will be to a much larger
audience than he did at this, his first appearance in Meadville.
The subject of the publication of an Annual
is still before the fraternity men. 'While we
want to see an Annual published, we hope it
\vill not be done unless the consent of the faculty can be obtained. There is no reason why
such consent shcCuld not be given, if asked, and
so we say, by all means ask it.
At a meeting of the stockholders last Wednesday morning, Ed. S. Bodley was elected
fraternity editor of the CAmPus, vice M. R.
Stevenson, resigned While we are sorry to
lose Mr. Stevenson, yet we have in his place a
good, loyal fraternity man, who will put all
fraternity news in good shape for the readers
of the CAmPus.
The appearance in the last issue of the CAMPUS of two accounts of the same wedding, was
due to the zeal of the editors for the welfare of
the journal, two of them, having brought
in accounts, and it was not noticed until after the forms were up and it could not well be
changed. However we can stand two accounts of such events.
The recklessness manifested in the purchase
of a shelf on which to place the clock in the
chapel, is wonderful. And, by the way, the
clock looks as natural as of old, even having
its former characteristic of not telling the time.
Let us have it wound up and fixed, so we may
see the time and then, perhaps, the Seniors
will know when it is time to come to order for
roll-call. N. B. In the above paragraph, the
Seniors are used only as a scape-goat.
What a difference there is in colleges! Last
year some fifty or sixty students were suspended from Ohio Wesleyan University, because they attended the rendition of one of
Shakespeare's plays, by one of our leading tragedians. Last week, twenty-five of the Allegheny College Corp of Cadets were introduced
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on the stage at the Academy of Music, by a
traveling theatrical company, and "a very
snide company at that," as one of the new students expressed it.

mdnt is of interest, not only to the alumni, but
also to many of the students who will probably
go right on with their work after they are
graduated and take their degree

Conversation between two ladies who Nv e r e
walking down Chestnut street Sunday forenoon: First lady—"I wonder what minstrel
troupe that is that's stopping in the city over
Sunday?" Second lady—"Why, that's not a
minstrel troupe; its the Freshman class with
their new plug hats."—Daily Tribune, Nov. 1j.

The sort of weather we have had during the
past week, has made the absence of good walks
around the college very noticeable. The boys
who go to the hall for their meals, find it almost impossible to navigate the mud so kindly
provided them. \\Te would suggest that as
soon as is in any way possible, walks of some
sort be made from the east end of Bentley Hall
to the Chapel, from the west end of Bentley to
Hulings, and from the front to the west door
at Hulings. It is something which would not
cost a great amount, and which would be of
great benefit to faculty and students alike.
Let us have walks.

W e know it is a pity, but this knowledge
does not change the fact that the editor of this
department is not omnipresent, and on this account does not know all that is going on in
college. If each student would jot down all
items of interest of which lie knows, and hand
them to the local ed., it would add a great deal
to the spiciness of the local column. Let this
be done and see if you will not enjoy the CAMPUS more.
Thirty-eight members of the Allegheny College Freshman class donned felt plug hats yesterday morning, the same to be worn as the
"class hat." In most instances the tiles were
very becoming, while in a few cases there
seemed to be rather more hat than wearer. It
was quietly whispered that the new plugs
would not be worn without a sti;ugg- le, but
nothing aggressive has yet transpired, and the
probabilities are that the Freshmen will retain
peaceable possession of their stove pipes.—
Daily Tribune, A 7o7 , . 15.
The catalogues of the new post-graduate department, leading to the degree of Doctor of
Philosophy are out, and we have examined one
with interest. The course consists of two
year's work in any one of the ten departments,
which are Mental and Moral Science; Political
and Social Science; History; English Language and Literature; Physics and Chemistry;
Geology, Botany and Zoology; Greek; Latin;
German and French, and Mathematics. The
tuition, etc., for the course is $50.00. Any
regular graduate of a college can take the
course and receive the degree. The depart-

.

WANTED:—
An Annual.
A gymnasium.
Some sidewalks.
More receptions.
More class spirit.
Less noise in chapel.
A good College glee club.
To hear from more alumni.
Whiskers for the Freshmen.
Some one to make Fenton talk.
Twining to get to a meal on time.
The library open every afternoon.
More subscribers for the CAMPUS.
Some New York dailies in the library.
More literary contributions for the CAM PUS.
Less freshness in a number of the students(?)
Some dignity to present some of the seniors.
A few less on the Philo declamation contest.
More work and less fun in some of the societies.
A person who does not bother "Mother's
boy."
A. number of students to pay their subscription to theCAmPtTs.
Some people to excuse themselves when
they are tardy at meals.
And several other things.
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pprsonar.
G. G. Coup was in the city over Sunday.
The Misses Gaston visited their home last
Sunday.
Major Fuller was in New York on a pleasure
trip last week.
H. C. Carr was away from College a large
part of last week.
M. R. Stevenson spent several days last
week in Cochranton.
President Wheeler and wife were in Chicago
during the past week.
Mrs. Whitney, of Pittsfield, visited her
daughter at Hulings Hall last week.

— -his sister, the assistant preceptress of Hulings
Hall. Mr. Crook is a pleasant gentleman and
will a l ways be we l come i n M ea d v ill e.
We clip the following from the Jlusical
Herald, Boston: "Mr. Von Valkenburg, '86'87, has spent a busy summer. Besides teaching in private, he has held two musical conven,
tions, one in Picton, Ont., in July, the other in
Heath, early in September. He now goes to
assume the head of the vocal department of
Allegheny College, Meadville.
Bachelor's hall—"Say, I don't believe there's
any use in making up this bed to-night. I was
sleeping mighty comfortable when I was
roused this morning at 5 o'clock, and I don't
see but that everything is just as I left it then.'
-EX.

"Do you think I could mould public opinC. W. Fuller was in the city over Sunday. ion?" asked an aspiring young politician of a
Clip is always welcome in Meadville.
' veteran in the profession. "Perhaps you might,"
said the other; "some of the stories you introPresident Wheeler occupied Dr. Fradenduced in your speech seemed a little mouldy. burg's pulpit in Oil City, on Sunday, the 7th
instant.
C. E. Newkirk \vent to his home in \Vest
Middlesex last Friday. He returned to-day,
Monday.
The local ed. went to Greenville last Thursday, and heard Mr. Miller lecture on the "Uses
of Ugliness."
Fred. Russell, after a week's absence from
college on account of ill health, returned from
his home in West Middlesex last week.
John Spargo visited friends in Cochranton
Sunday, the 6th. Wonder why Spargo goes
clown that way so often? Must be some attraction.
Jahu Dewitt Miller conducted the chapel
exercises on Thursday morning of last week.
The students were all pleased with Mr. Miller
and will welcome him should he return at some
future time.
A.. R. Crook, who is a senior at Ohio Wesleyan University, spent Sunday, the 6th, with

"Poor George," said a fond mother, referring
to her son, who is home on a vacation from college; "Poor George, I'm afraid he's studying
too hard. Last night he was reading in his
room until after one o'clock."
"What was he reading?" inquired the old
man.

"English literature, he said. Hoyle, I think,
Sun.
was the name I saw on the cover. - -.1".
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